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Summary
Background Arterial hypertension is a major cardiovascular risk factor. Identification of secondary hypertension in
its various forms is key to preventing and targeting treatment of cardiovascular complications. Simplified diagnostic
tests are urgently required to distinguish primary and secondary hypertension to address the current underdiagnosis
of the latter.

Methods This study uses Machine Learning (ML) to classify subtypes of endocrine hypertension (EHT) in a large
cohort of hypertensive patients using multidimensional omics analysis of plasma and urine samples. We measured
409 multi-omics (MOmics) features including plasma miRNAs (PmiRNA: 173), plasma catechol O-methylated
metabolites (PMetas: 4), plasma steroids (PSteroids: 16), urinary steroid metabolites (USteroids: 27), and plasma
small metabolites (PSmallMB: 189) in primary hypertension (PHT) patients, EHT patients with either primary aldo-
steronism (PA), pheochromocytoma/functional paraganglioma (PPGL) or Cushing syndrome (CS) and normoten-
sive volunteers (NV). Biomarker discovery involved selection of disease combination, outlier handling, feature
reduction, 8 ML classifiers, class balancing and consideration of different age- and sex-based scenarios. Classifica-
tions were evaluated using balanced accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, AUC, F1, and Kappa score.

Findings Complete clinical and biological datasets were generated from 307 subjects (PA=113, PPGL=88, CS=41 and
PHT=112). The random forest classifier provided »92% balanced accuracy (»11% improvement on the best mono-
omics classifier), with 96% specificity and 0.95 AUC to distinguish one of the four conditions in multi-class ALL-
ALL comparisons (PPGL vs PA vs CS vs PHT) on an unseen test set, using 57 MOmics features. For discrimination
of EHT (PA + PPGL + CS) vs PHT, the simple logistic classifier achieved 0.96 AUC with 90% sensitivity, and
»86% specificity, using 37 MOmics features. One PmiRNA (hsa-miR-15a-5p) and two PSmallMB (C9 and PC ae
C38:1) features were found to be most discriminating for all disease combinations. Overall, the MOmics-based classi-
fiers were able to provide better classification performance in comparison to mono-omics classifiers.

Interpretation We have developed a ML pipeline to distinguish different EHT subtypes from PHT using multi-
omics data. This innovative approach to stratification is an advancement towards the development of a diagnostic
tool for EHT patients, significantly increasing testing throughput and accelerating administration of appropriate
treatment.

Funding European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme under Grant Agreement No.
633983, Clinical Research Priority Program of the University of Zurich for the CRPP HYRENE (to Z.E. and F.B.),
and Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (CRC/Transregio 205/1).
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

We searched PubMed from database inception to Jan 18,
2022, using the search terms ((machine learning) OR (artificial
intelligence)) AND ((primary aldosteronism) OR (pheochro-
mocytoma) OR (paraganglioma) OR (Cushing’s syndrome)
OR (endocrine hypertension) OR (hypertension)) AND (Multi-
omics), with no language restrictions. Our search yielded 10
results. Three articles reviewed the use of artificial intelligence
in cardiovascular medicine and hepatology. Although one
similar review article focussed on primary hypertension, how-
ever, it did not include any multi-omics based study on
hypertension. Five research articles used machine learning in
conjunction with multi-omics for major heart diseases, intra-
ocular pressure and metabolic syndrome. One of the articles
studied heart failure in rats. No articles using multi-omics
data with machine learning for stratifying endocrine hyper-
tension patients were found.

Added value of this study

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first-ever study to
investigate machine learning-based classification of endo-
crine hypertension subtypes using multi-omics data. This
large retrospective study included patients from 11 refer-
ence centres for endocrine hypertension with access to a
complete set of biosamples, and multi-centre omics meas-
urements. Our machine learning pipeline enabled the clas-
sification of 5 disease combinations using 8 supervised ML
classifiers and to discover the best discriminating features.
This approach outperformed the individual omics models
when used for stratifying hypertensive subtypes in a
multi-class scenario.

Implications of all the available evidence

Our multi-omics based machine learning approach to
stratification is an advancement towards the develop-
ment of an innovative tool in the diagnosis of hyperten-
sive patients in clinical practice, greatly increasing
throughput and accelerating the administration of
appropriate treatment. It will also help identification of
previously unsuspected molecules as biomarkers of
complex, chronic diseases. The effect of this approach
in clinical practice will be further tested in a prospective
study and in a randomised controlled trial.
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Introduction
Arterial hypertension is one of the major chronic dis-
eases leading to high morbidity and mortality world-
wide.1 Globally, an estimated 25% of the world’s adult
population is affected by hypertension, which repre-
sents a tremendous public health burden.2 Hyperten-
sion carries an increased risk for various
cardiovascular and renal diseases, such as myocardial
infarction, stroke, heart failure, and chronic kidney
disease.3,4
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
The majority of cases are classified as ‘primary’
(essential) hypertension (PHT). PHT is a multifactorial
and complex disease with causes and contributing fac-
tors still incompletely understood. A combination of
genetic and socio-environmental risk factors including
salt intake, obesity, alcohol consumption, chronic stress,
and urbanisation have been associated with PHT.4 In
»10�15% of cases, a specific cause underlying hyper-
tension can be identified. These cases of hypertension
are classified as ‘secondary’ hypertension.5 Identifica-
tion of secondary forms of hypertension is key for tar-
geted management and reduction of cardiovascular
complications. Among them, ‘endocrine’ hypertension
(EHT), is caused by excess hormone production leading
to increased blood pressure, such as primary aldosteron-
ism (PA), pheochromocytoma/catecholamine-produc-
ing paraganglioma (PPGL), and endogenous cortisol
excess i.e. Cushing’s syndrome (CS).6 These cases cur-
rently account for »5�10% of total cases, a rate that
reaches »25�30% at referral tertiary centres. Among
them, PA represents the most common and curable
form of secondary hypertension, with a prevalence of
»6% in primary care and up to 10% in referred
patients;7�9 the prevalence increases up to 20% in
patients with resistant hypertension.10

Exclusion of secondary hypertension including EHT
is necessary to diagnose PHT. This usually entails
lengthy evaluation involving blood and urinary tests,
imaging procedures and eventually invasive testing.6 In
the past, this has provided the impetus to investigate
and develop reliable and sensitive biomarkers for hyper-
tension subtyping.11 Currently, EHT is frequently over-
looked and its diagnosis is delayed by several years after
the onset of hypertension, exposing patients to an
increased risk of renal and cardiovascular damage12,13

and a diminished quality of life.14

Over the past two decades, there have been signifi-
cant advances in various omics technologies, such as
genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolo-
mics.15 The integration of these omics provides insight
into the complex pathophysiology of any given dis-
ease.16 Such multi-omics (MOmics) integration has also
been applied to different studies for improved prognos-
tics and predictive accuracy of disease phenotypes.17,18

The primary purpose of this study was to train Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms for diagnosing endocrine hyper-
tension subtypes using MOmics data. It also aims to pro-
vide an understanding of discriminating features and their
importance to different disease combinations.
Methods

Patient details
Retrospective plasma and 24h urine samples from
patients with PA, PPGL, and CS were provided by 11 col-
laborating reference centres for endocrine hypertension
3
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that were participants of the ENS@T-HT Horizon2020
consortium.19 The diagnosis was made following cur-
rent guidelines.20�23 Patients with PHT and NV were
recruited by various partners of the project. Plasma and
24 h urine samples were collected from 487 male and
female participants, who suffered from one of four
hypertension subtypes (PA = 113, PPGL = 88, CS = 41,
PHT = 112), or were normotensive volunteers (NV =133).
The plasma and urine samples were stored at �80° C
before dispatch and analysis.
Ethics
All study protocols under which patients were recruited
were approved by the local ethics committee at CPP Ile
de France II (2012-A00508-35), Comit�e de Protection
des Personnes Ile de France 4 (2015/63NICB), Techni-
sche Universit€at Dresden Ethikkommission
(189062010/EK7122010), Munich: Ethikkommission
der LMU M€unchen (379-10), Zurich: Kantonale Ethik-
kommission des Kanton Z€urich (2017-00771), Univer-
sity of W€urzburg (88/11), University Hospital Galway
(C.A. 1082), Comitato Etico per la Sperimentazione
Clinica della Provincia di Padova (3998/AO/16), Comi-
tato Etico Interaziendale AOU Citt�a della Salute e della
Scienza di Torino - AO Ordine Mauriziano di Torino- A.
S.L. TO1 (Prot. 0000759 Pratica CS2/112), Medisch-
ethische toetsings commissie Oost-Nederland
(N157215.091.1.6), National Institute of Cardiology,
Warsaw, Poland (1233/2010), West Ethics Committee,
Western Infirmary, Glasgow (AHT/JR) and MVLS Col-
lege Ethics Committee, University of Glasgow (29/4/
16, 20/07/2016). All subjects provided written
informed consent before participation in protocols.
Multi-omics data
The biosamples were provided to 5 omics data-generat-
ing collaborators of the ENS@T-HT Horizon2020 proj-
ect (Appendix Table 1). These omics included PmiRNA,
PMetas, PSteroids, USteroids, and PSmallMB. The
details are as follows:
Plasma miRNA
Levels of 179 human miRNAs were measured in plasma
after extraction of total RNA from 200 µL EDTA-plasma
using the miRNeasy Mini kit (QIAGEN, Manchester,
UK). 4 µL of undiluted RNA was then reverse-tran-
scribed to cDNA in a 20 µL reaction volume using the
Universal cDNA synthesis kit II (Exiqon, Vedbaek, Den-
mark). Selected plasma miRNAs were quantified using
Serum/Plasma Focus microRNA PCR Panels (384-well,
V4.M, Exiqon) according to their standard protocol, in
combination with ExiLENT SYBR� Green master mix
(Exiqon) and ROX solution (Thermo Fisher, Renfrew,
UK) on a Quantstudio 12K Flex Real-time PCR System
(Thermo Fisher). Raw data generated by the
QuantStudio System were analysed using GenEx soft-
ware (v.6, MultiD Analyses, Vedbaek, Denmark). Qual-
ity controls all along the procedure were performed
using different spike-in RNAs and cDNAs. Data nor-
malisation was performed using the five miRNAs most
stably-expressed across the dataset, as identified by
Normfinder software;24 of the remaining miRNAs, 1
was excluded on QC grounds, leaving 173 feature miR-
NAs for analysis. The detailed protocol, quality controls
and quantification procedures are described in Appen-
dix Note 1.
Plasma catechol O-methylated metabolites
Plasma free metanephrines, normetanephrine and meta-
nephrine, and 3-methoxytyramine, the O-methylated
metabolites of norepinephrine, epinephrine and dopa-
mine, respectively, were analysed by liquid chromatogra-
phy tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), as
described elsewhere.25,26
Plasma steroids
Sixteen plasma steroid hormone profiles (See Appendix
Table 2) were analysed by LC-MS/MS as described
elsewhere.27
Urinary steroids
Twenty-seven urinary steroid metabolites derived from
glucocorticoid, mineralocorticoid and androgen biosyn-
thesis as well as core steroid precursors were measured
using multi-steroid profiling by LC-MS/MS. A descrip-
tion of this methodology has been published
previously.28,29
Plasma small metabolites
The targeted metabolomics approach was based on LC-
MS/MS measurements using the AbsoluteIDQTM p180
Kit (BIOCRATES Life Sciences AG, Innsbruck, Aus-
tria). The assay allows the simultaneous quantification
of 188 metabolites out of 10 µL plasma. The assay proce-
dures of the AbsoluteIDQTM p180 Kit, as well as the
metabolite nomenclature, have been described in detail
previously.30�32
Generation of the MOmics dataset
All the omics data was catalogued in RDMP33 for sys-
tematic access. Although biosamples for 487 patients
were included in the study, after quality controls omics
measurements for all five omics were available for 408
(CS = 30, PA = 100, PPGL = 69, PHT = 108, and
NV = 101) patients (Appendix Table 3). In total 409
MOmics features (PmiRNA: 173, PMetas: 4, PSteroids:
16, USteroids: 27, and PSmallMB: 189) along with age
and sex were exported and used to conduct supervised
ML experiments (Table 1). The names of features were
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022



Disease Total (408) Sex Age (Percentiles)

Male (198) Female (210) Median 25th 75th

Primary Aldosteronism (PA) 100 57 (28.8%) 43 (20.5%) 47.0 42.0 54.3

Pheochromocytoma or Paraganglioma (PPGL) 69 30 (15.2%) 39 (18.6%) 52.0 42.0 64.0

Cushing’s Syndrome (CS) 30 3 (1.5%) 27 (12.9%) 49.5 44.3 58.5

Primary Hypertension (PHT) 108 47 (23.7%) 61 (29.0%) 55.5 42.8 65.0

Normotensive Volunteers (NV)y 101 61 (30.8%) 40 (19.0%) 27.0 23.0 34.0

Table 1: Demographic characteristics for primary aldosteronism (PA), pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma (PPGL), Cushing’s syndrome
(CS), primary hypertension (PHT) patients and normotensive volunteers (NV). y The NV are included for information only and not used for any
model development or testing.

Articles
prefixed with ‘O1_’, ‘O2_’, ‘O3_’, ‘O4_’, ‘O5_’, and ‘O6_’
for PmiRNA, PMetas, PSteroids, USteroids, and
PSmallMB respectively. The complete list of all MOmics
features and their distribution is included in the Appen-
dix Table 2. The pairwise relationship amongst all fea-
tures was evaluated by clustering Pearson correlation
coefficients (Appendix Figure 1).
Biomarker discovery using supervised machine
learning
The biomarker discovery involved the selection of dis-
ease combinations, outlier detection, choice of super-
vised ML classifiers, configuration of experiment
parameters, and consideration of different evaluation
scenarios (Figure 1).
Training, validation and test dataset
The supervised machine learning used non-overlapping
training, validation and test datasets. These can be defined
as: (a) training dataset: The sample of data used to fit the
model, (b) validation dataset: The sample of data used to
validate the trained models during the 100 random
repeats and (c) test dataset: The independent samples of
‘unseen’ data used to test the final trained model.

The MOmics and mono-omics datasets were once ran-
domly split into training (»80%) and testing (»20%) set
(Appendix Table 4). The training set was then further split
into training-validation (80�20%) split for 100 Random
Repeats (RR) using random seed for each iteration to
ensure reproducibility. Finally, the test set was only used
for independent validation of the final trained model and
not used during any model training.
Disease combinations
The five different disease combinations used for classifi-
cation were: ALL-ALL (PPGL vs PA vs CS vs PHT), EHT
(PPGL+PA+CS)-PHT, and each individual endocrine
hypertension (i.e., PPGL/PA/CS)-PHT. These combina-
tions did not include NV since the key question
addressed was: How can hypertensive patients be strati-
fied amongst themselves? Omics data from NV was
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
used to compare individual biomarkers with patients of
different hypertension types. This data was not used for
any model development or testing.
Outlier detection
To study the impact of outliers on classification, two sets
of results were analysed, as shown in Stage 1 (Figure 1) i.
e., 1) Using data including outliers and 2) applying
3 times 1.5 quartile method to remove extreme outliers
(excluding outliers). The outliers were refilled using the
maximum value.
Classifiers, feature selection and classification
performance metrics
An assorted set of 8 different classifiers: Decision Trees
(J48),34 Na€ıve Bayes (NB),35 K-nearest neighbours
(IBk),36 LogitBoost (LB),37 Logistic Model Tree (LMT),38

Simple Logistic (SL),39 Random Forest (RF),40 and
Sequential Minimal Optimisation (SMO)41 were used
(Stage 1 of Figure 1) with given hyperparameter settings
(Appendix Table 5). The classification was implemented
using the caret42 and RWeka43 in R44 and software code
was released.45 For feature selection, wrapper (Boruta)46

and filter (Correlation-based feature selection � CFS)47

methods were compared (Stage 2 of Figure 1). The clas-
sifications were evaluated over 100 RR using perfor-
mance metrics: balanced accuracy (to adjust for the
class imbalance problem), sensitivity, specificity, AUC,
F1, and Kappa score.
Evaluation scenarios
One of the key objectives of the analysis was to identify
the list of most discriminating features for a given dis-
ease combination. Possible bias due to the age or sex of
the patients was studied with different sets of scenarios.
Table 2 summarises the three scenarios, which were
investigated for each disease combination along with
their justification and Set combinations. Appendix Table
4 shows the corresponding patient count. The top features
from Set A with a cut-off for the feature frequency of 50
was used for the final training/testing stage (Figure 1).
5



Figure 1. Schematic showing the details of the 3 stages ML-based pipeline.
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Scenario Number Scenario Details Justification

1 Set A (using all omic features, age & sex) vs Set B

(only using all omic features)

To study the impact of age and sex as discriminating features.

2 Set C (Male subset) vs Set D (Female subset) To study the influence of sex by comparing the classification

accuracy and to find sex-specific discriminating features.

3 Set E (Patient age >= 50) vs Set F (Patient age <50) To investigate how omics are affected by age and hormonal status,

based on average female menopausal age i.e. 50 years.

Table 2: Three scenarios using set A, B, C, D, E and F in pairs with their corresponding justifications.

Articles
This value was chosen empirically as a trade-off for finding
the optimal number of reduced features without impact-
ing the classification performance. Also, in order to mini-
mise the impact of the class imbalance problem,
additional synthetic samples were generated using the
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique 48 for CS
and PPGL. In the case of the EHT-PHT disease combina-
tion, a down-sampling approach was used for class balanc-
ing instead of synthetic samples.

Stage 3 of the schematic shows the steps for the
final/testing stage using original test data (Figure 1).
The omic type and disease combination was selected,
followed by the training of the best 3 classifiers. The
trained model was then used to classify the test data.
The prediction outcomes, the various performance met-
rics and the list of selected features were then saved and
compared at the end of each classification. The charac-
teristics of the final set of discriminating features were
then evaluated with respect to NV using Principal Com-
ponent Analysis. All the classifications shown in
Figure 1 were employed on MOmics data and then on
all five mono-omics individually.

Role of the funding source
The funders of the study had no role in study design,
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, writ-
ing of the report and decision to submit the paper for
publication.
Results

Patients and omics measurements
The study included 487 patients with PA, PPGL, CS and
PHT as well as normotensive volunteers (NV) (PA = 113,
PPGL = 88, CS = 41, PHT = 112, and NV =133), who
were recruited by reference centres for adrenal disorders
of the ENS@T-HT Horizon2020 consortium.19 Diagno-
sis was based on current guidelines for each disease in
each expert centre. Omics studies involved measure-
ments of plasma miRNA (PmiRNA: 173), plasma cate-
chol O-methylated metabolites (PMetas: 4), plasma
steroids (PSteroids: 16), urinary steroid metabolites
(USteroids: 27), and plasma small metabolites
(PSmallMB: 189) in biosamples collected from each
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
patient within 24 h. After completion of omics measure-
ments, quality controls and data cleaning, 408 patients
had complete omics sets for further analysis (Appendix
Table 3). Patients’ demographic characteristics are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Biomarker discovery using supervised machine
learning
The biomarker discovery comprised three stages
(Figure 1): a pre-processing (outlier detection and choice
of supervised ML classifiers) in stage 1, feature selection
in stage 2 and final training/testing in stage 3. Classifi-
cation was performed on ALL-ALL (PPGL vs PA vs CS
vs PHT), EHT (PPGL+PA+CS)-PHT, and each individ-
ual endocrine hypertension (i.e., PPGL/PA/CS)-PHT.
Evaluation of data-driven pre-processing and feature
selection methods
First, the classification performance for ALL-ALL using
MOmics data excluding and including outliers was eval-
uated (Appendix Figure 2a). Excluding outliers provided
better classification as observed from various perfor-
mance metrics. SL provided »4%, 5%, and 1% increases
in balanced accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity when
excluding outliers, respectively. Overall, LB, SL, and RF
were the best performing classifiers. Next, feature selec-
tion methods were compared using LB, RF, and SL clas-
sifiers for ALL-ALL disease combination (Appendix
Figure 2b). Both filter and wrapper methods provided
comparable classification performance. However, wrap-
per method was chosen for next stages of analysis since
it evaluates the feature subsets as search problem to
find key dependencies amongst features.
Overall classification of primary and endocrine
hypertension
The top 3 ML models were trained using the reduced
training dataset which used top features from 100 RR
for each disease combination (See stage 3 in Figure 1).
These trained classifiers were then evaluated on the test
set. The corresponding performance metrics and related
discriminating features selected by the classifiers were
as follows:
7



Figure 2. (a) Classification metrics of top-performing classifiers on the test set of 5 disease combinations trained using multi-omics
and 5 mono-omics. (b) The prediction performance of top-performing classifiers (on test set) for ALL-ALL and EHT-PHT (top row),
PA-PHT and PPGL-PHT (middle row) and CS-PHT (bottom row) combinations. Each symbol represents a test sample. A diamond and
crosshair symbol represent a correct and incorrect prediction respectively. The y-axis represents the decision value (probability) of a
trained classifier. The value of 0.5 and 0.25 was considered as an outcome of a random classifier for binary (e.g. PA-PHT) and multi-
class (e.g. ALL-ALL) data. (c) ROC curves for EHT-PHT, PA-PHT, PPGL-PHT and CS-PHT (left to right) showing the top-performing classi-
fiers and their respective AUC values. The grey line represents the performance of a random classifier.
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Performance metrics
The MOmics classifier outperformed mono-omics clas-
sifiers when considering balanced accuracy, AUC
(except CS-PHT), F1, and Kappa score (Figure 2a).
Using MOmics data for ALL�ALL combination, RF
classifier (trained with balanced dataset) provided better
classification performance on test set (»92% balanced
accuracy, 0.95 AUC with 88% sensitivity, and 96%
specificity) when compared to other 5 mono-omics. The
corresponding decision value (prediction probability)
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
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for each test sample was evaluated (Figure 2b). High
decision values highlighted the confidence of the classi-
fier in predicting the test sample. Many correctly classi-
fied samples had high decision values, which
emphasise the fact that MOmics classifier provided bet-
ter performance in comparison to others. For ALL-ALL,
MOmics classifier had 7 incorrectly classified samples
(Figure 2b � top row, left). In contrast, the best per-
forming (amongst 5 mono-omics) PSteroids-based RF
classifier achieved »81% balanced accuracy, 0.88 AUC
with »72% sensitivity, and »90% specificity. The corre-
sponding decision values showed low confidence
with 18 incorrectly classified samples. These results
were also evaluated as confusion matrices (Appendix
Figure 3a).

For the EHT-PHT combination, the SL classifier
with MOmics (using balanced data) provided 0.96 AUC
(Figure 2c) with 90% sensitivity, and »86% specificity
(Figure 2a). High decision confidence was observed for
most of the correctly classified samples (Figure 2b �
top row, right). Although PmiRNA and PMetas-based
RF classifier achieved »86% specificity (same as
MOmics), their AUC was 0.88 and 0.80 respectively.
Notably, PSmallMB-based classifier provided the high-
est sensitivity of 95% however with a lower AUC of
0.82.

For the PA-PHT combination, the SL classifier using
MOmics provided highest balanced accuracy and AUC
(»90% and 0.95 respectively) with 95% sensitivity and
»86% specificity (Figure 2a and c). Although the
PmiRNA-based LB classifier provided the highest AUC
0.91 (with 95% sensitivity) amongst mono-omics, USte-
roids achieved the highest specificity of »90%. The
decision values highlighted the high confidence of the
MOmics classifier in comparison to the others
(Figure 2b � middle row, left). In the case of PPGL-
PHT combination, the LB classifier using MOmics and
RF classifier using PMetas achieved the same balanced
accuracy of »96% with AUC of 0.99 and 0.97 respec-
tively. The comparative performance of the decision val-
ues for these classifiers showed their high confidence
(Figure 2b � middle row, right). Also, PmiRNA-based
LB classifier provided 0.99 AUC with 81% specificity.
Moreover, for the CS-PHT combination, the MOmics-
based SL classifier provided 100% specificity and »92%
balanced accuracy, but with a lower AUC of 0.93. In
contrast, mono-omics based classifiers using PSteroids
and USteroids achieved higher AUC of 0.98 and 0.97
respectively. The probability values for the test set
showed the difference of confidence amongst classifiers
(Figure 2b � bottom row).

These classifiers were also tested on the training
dataset to understand the effect of overfitting (Appendix
Table 6-10). Amongst the three classifiers (LB, RF and
SL), evidently RF provided superior classification results
when tested on the training set in comparison to the
testing set. This highlighted the overfitted training of
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
the RF classifier irrespective of whether the training
data was balanced or not. On the other hand, LB and SL
classifiers were less overfitted and performed consis-
tently for both training and testing set.
Discriminating features
The final selected set of MOmics features used for clas-
sifier training comprised different omics features for
each disease combination. The PmiRNA and PSmallMB
features represent 88% of the whole MOmics dataset
(Figure 3a), a similar share was observed within the final
selected set of features (Figure 3b). For example,
PSmallMB forms a considerable part of all the disease
combinations except CS-PHT where a high number of
PmiRNAs were found to be highly discriminating
(»58% of total selected features). In contrast, for PPGL-
PHT, very few PmiRNAs (»5.5% of total features) were
selected.

The commonality of selected MOmics features
amongst different disease combinations was also inves-
tigated (Figure 3c). Two PSmallMB features (O5_PC ae
C38:1 and O5_C9) and one PmiRNA (O1_hsa-miR-15a-
5p) were present in all five disease combinations
(Table 3). Similarly, thirteen PSmallMB features were
common amongst 4 disease combinations (i.e. all except
CS-PHT). Various unique features were selected for
each disease combination. For example, twenty features
(15 PmiRNAs, 1 PSteroids, 3 USteroids and 1
PSmallMB) were selected only for CS-PHT. Overall,
ALL-ALL has more discriminating features (57 in total)
than any of the other four disease combinations. Not
unexpectedly, age and sex were not selected in any of
the five disease combinations.

The discriminating features selected for mono-
omics classifiers were also examined (Figure 3d).
Age and sex were selected in most of the mono-
omics classifiers (except PSmallMB) in all disease
combinations other than PPGL-PHT. A higher num-
ber of PmiRNAs were selected in the case of ALL-
ALL and EHT-PHT in comparison to other disease
combinations. On the contrary, for PSmallMB classi-
fier only 9 features were selected in CS-PHT
amongst all disease combinations.

The contribution of each omic in the final selected
MOmics features (with regard to the count in the whole
dataset) was also analysed. For example, 3 out of 4 PMe-
tas features (75%) were selected in ALL�ALL and
PPGL-PHT disease combinations. None of the PSte-
roids features was selected in PPGL-PHT. No PMetas
were selected in PA-PHT and CS-PHT combinations
(Figure 3d).

The close examination of features amongst
MOmics and mono-omics classifiers highlighted that
all the features selected in MOmics were part of the
individual omics classifiers, except PSmallMB and
PmiRNA (Figure 3d). In case of PSmallMB, some
9



Figure 3. Count and percentage contribution of (a) different omics in the whole multi-omics dataset. (b) Count and percentage con-
tribution of selected features for multi-omics classification within each of 5 disease combinations. Common features amongst dis-
ease combinations shown as (c) Venn diagram and (d) Circular heatmap showing the top features selected for the classification of
the 5 disease combinations using multi-omics and 5 individual omics.
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Disease Combinations Total Features Common Features

ALL - ALL, CS - PHT, EHT - PHT, PA - PHT and PPGL - PHT 3 O1_hsa-miR-15a-5p O5_C9 O5_PC ae C38:1

ALL � ALL, EHT - PHT, PA - PHT and PPGL - PHT 13 O5_Met-SO / Met O5_Spermidine / Putrescine O5_PC ae C40:4

O5_Spermidine O5_PC ae C38:3

O5_PC ae C40:5 O5_PC ae C44:3 O5_PC ae C42:2 O5_PC

ae C36:1 O5_PC ae C40:3 O5_Met-SO

O5_PC aa C32:3 O5_PC ae C38:2

ALL - ALL, CS - PHT, EHT - PHT and PA - PHT 2 O3_11-deoxycortisol O1_hsa-miR-16-2-3p

ALL � ALL, EHT - PHT and PA - PHT 6 O5_PC ae C40:2 O5_PC aa C40:3 O3_Aldosterone O5_PC

ae C42:1 O5_PC aa C42:4 O4_THAldo

ALL - ALL, EHT - PHT and PPGL - PHT 3 O5_C18:1 O5_PC aa C42:2 O2_Normetanephrine

ALL - ALL, CS - PHT and PA - PHT 5 O4_PD O1_hsa-miR-19a-3p O4_Cortisone O4_Cortisol O4_THS

ALL - ALL and EHT - PHT 7 O5_PC aa C42:1 O5_PC ae C40:1 O5_PC aa C40:2 O4_DHEA O5_PC

ae C30:2 O5_PC ae C42:3

O5_PC aa C40:1

ALL - ALL and PA - PHT 5 O4_18-OHF O3_18oxo-Cortisol O1_hsa-miR-155-5p O5_

C18:2 O1_hsa-let-7d-3p

ALL - ALL and PPGL - PHT 5 O2_3-methoxytyramine O4_5-PD O2_Metanephrine

O5_lysoPC a C18:2 O1_hsa-miR-22-3p

ALL - ALL and CS - PHT 4 O4_An O3_DHEAS O4_acortol O3_DHEA

EHT - PHT and PPGL - PHT 1 O5_PC ae C42:0

CS - PHT and EHT - PHT 1 O1_hsa-miR-629-5p

CS - PHT and PA - PHT 3 O1_hsa-miR-32-5p O1_hsa-miR-15b-3p O1_hsa-miR-363-3p

ALL - ALL 4 O5_Glu O1_hsa-miR-423-5p O4_5-PT O5_PC aa C36:0

EHT - PHT 1 O1_hsa-miR-335-5p

PA - PHT 9 O1_hsa-miR-25-3p O1_hsa-miR-16-5p O5_C4:1 O1_hsa-miR-19b-3p

O5_PC aa C34:3

O1_hsa-miR-660-5p O1_hsa-miR-185-5p O1_hsa-let-7b-5p

O1_hsa-miR-328-3p

PPGL - PHT 11 O5_(C2 + C3):C0 O5_PC aa C36:4 O5_Putrescine / Orn O5_C2

O5_PC ae C34:2 O5_Asp

O5_PC ae C34:3 O5_PC ae C36:3 O5_C2 / C0 O5_PC aa C36:2

O5_Total AC / C0

CS - PHT 20 O1_hsa-miR-495-3p O1_hsa-miR-485-3p O1_hsa-miR-107 O1_

hsa-miR-21-5p O1_hsa-miR-497-5p

O1_hsa-miR-486-5p O3_Progesterone O1_hsa-miR-210-3p

O4_THDOC O1_hsa-miR-106b-3p

O5_lysoPC a C20:4 O4_bcortol O1_hsa-miR-92a-3p O1_

hsa-miR-301a-3p O1_hsa-miR-27b-3p

O4_THF O1_hsa-miR-424-5p O1_hsa-miR-339-5p O1_

hsa-miR-502-3p O1_hsa-miR-195-5p

Table 3: Summary of finally selected MOmics features with regard to disease combinations. The prefix values O1, O2, O3, O4, and O5
represent PmiRNA, PMetas, PSteroids, USteroids, and PSmallMB omics respectively.
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features were exclusively selected in MOmics classi-
fiers (For example, O5_PC aa C34:3 and O5_PC ae
C40:2 in PA-PHT). Similarly, in CS-PHT, PmiRNA
O1_hsa�miR�106b�3p was exclusively selected for
MOmics classifier.

The MOmics features selected in ALL-ALL disease
combination were compared with corresponding omic
features for NV in the training set (Appendix Figure 4).
Also, Principal Component Analysis was conducted for
all five disease combinations alongside NV (Appendix
Figure 5). The first component of ALL-ALL and EHT-
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
PHT accounted for »40% and 57% of the explained var-
iance respectively.
In-depth analysis of primary and endocrine
hypertension
The training set of the MOmics data was studied for a
different set of scenarios (Table 2). These scenarios
include the use of age and sex as features and under-
standing the effect of age and sex segregated subsets on
11
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feature selection in different disease combinations (See
stage 2 in Figure 1).
Scenario 1: including (Set A) vs excluding (Set B) age
and sex as features
For Scenario 1, MOmics data provided better perfor-
mance for all disease combinations (Appendix Figure
6). In intra-set comparison, MOmics achieved similar
performance in Sets A and B across all disease combina-
tions. Hence, excluding age and sex (in Set B) as fea-
tures did not materially alter the performance of the
classification. However, for PMetas, balanced accuracy
dropped when age and sex were excluded (Set B) from
the feature set (except for PPGL-PHT). For example, bal-
anced accuracy was down by 5% and 7% for ALL-ALL
and EHT-PHT respectively.

The remaining four mono-omics provided compa-
rable performance irrespective of age and sex being
used as features. For example, in the case of USte-
roids, the detailed summary of features selected dur-
ing the 100 RR show that almost the same features
are selected approximately equal number of times
for Set A and B (Appendix Figure 7c). Similar trends
were observed for other mono-omics (Appendix
Figures 7 � 9). Notably, for MOmics despite includ-
ing age and sex as features (Set A), the selection fre-
quencies were below the threshold in 100 RR and
therefore they were not designated as top features
(Appendix Figure 10).
Scenario 2: males (Set C) vs females (Set D)
The classification performance of Sets C and D was
not comparable since they used different numbers of
samples for training and testing. However, it is
noticeable that the female subset provided better
accuracy for EHT-PHT and PA-PHT in comparison
to male subset for MOmics data (Appendix Figure
6). The intra-set comparison highlighted the superior
performance of MOmics dataset for ALL-ALL and
EHT-PHT disease combinations in comparison to
mono-omics irrespective of classifier selection. For
PPGL-PHT, PMetas outperformed the MOmics clas-
sification for both the Sets. However, in case of CS-
PHT, Set C could not be run due to an insufficient
number of male CS samples for classifier training
(Appendix Table 4).

From the perspective of feature selection, in the
MOmics dataset, different features were selected for
Sets C and D (Appendix Figure 10). For example, in
ALL-ALL, O1_hsa-miR-15a-5p, O5_Spermidine and
O5_Spermidine/Putrescine were only selected for male
dataset. On the contrary, various other features such as
O5_PC ae C38:1, O3_18oxo-Cortisol, and O4_18-OHF
were only selected for female dataset. On close examina-
tion, it was evident that the union of Set C and Set D
features approximately intersect with both Sets A and B.
Similar trends were also observed across most of the dis-
ease combinations in MOmics and mono-omics data-
sets (Appendix Figures 7 � 9).
Scenario 3: older (Set E) vs younger (Set F)
Overall, MOmics data provided better classification per-
formance in comparison to mono-omics (except PPGL-
PHT), irrespective of the cohort age (Appendix Figure
6). When considering the inter-set comparison, Set E
(age >= 50) provided better results than Set F (age <

50) for almost all disease combinations. A higher num-
ber of unique features were selected for both the cohorts
for all disease combinations (Appendix Figure 10). Simi-
lar trends were noticed for mono-omics datasets
(Appendix Figures 7 � 9).
Discussion
This study investigates MOmics ML integration for
stratification of arterial hypertension. Our results show
that the MOmics approach provided improved discrimi-
natory power in comparison to single omics (mono-
omics) data analysis and was able to correctly identify
different forms of endocrine hypertension with high
sensitivity and specificity, providing potential diagnostic
biomarker combinations for diagnosing hypertension
subtypes. In particular, it was able to classify subtypes
of hypertension with 96% specificity and 0.95 AUC in
the ALL vs ALL disease combination, achieving »11%
improvement in balanced accuracy on an unseen test
set in comparison to the best performing mono-omics
classifier using a reduced set of 57 features. The feature
set had distinct characteristics when compared with
normotensive volunteers and hence can be potentially
utilised as biomarker in clinical application.

With the availability of recent high-throughput
experimental and computational technologies, ML-
based integration will facilitate the discovery of bio-
markers for diagnosis and improve the understanding
of complex diseases such as arterial hypertension. How-
ever, obtaining MOmics data can be logistically chal-
lenging when biosamples are sourced from multiple
recruitment sites and require multi-centre omics meas-
urements. This can lead to fewer samples with all avail-
able omics for integration. The ENS@T-HT study, by
obtaining a complete set of omics for »84% of the total
patients, provided a straightforward example that this
challenge can be successfully addressed. Although a
few mono-omics studies on identification of endocrine
forms of hypertension have been published,32,49 to the
best of our knowledge, no other study exists that col-
lected and analysed MOmics data for hypertension strat-
ification and predicting hypertension subtypes.

This study predicted EHT subtypes using a dedicated
and customisable ML pipeline. The imbalance of classes
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
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is a well-known problem in ML which does not allow
the classifier to learn from the minority class. This was
corrected for CS and PPGL patients with the use of Syn-
thetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique.48 Evaluating
classification performance was one of the key outcomes
for this study. The method used also enabled the assess-
ment of top discriminating features and comparison of
these to the NV.

Despite the strong classification performance, the
analysis had a few shortcomings. Firstly, since CS is a
rare disease, samples for CS patients were limited.
Secondly, advanced ML techniques such as deep
learning could not be used for this analysis as they
require a much larger number of samples than was
available in this study. Finally, all the samples could
not be used for MOmics integration because of limita-
tions in sample volume or specific quality measures,
which is a common problem for a study with multi-
site biosamples and multi-centre omics measure-
ment. However, a major strength of this study was to
rely on unambiguous diagnosis of the major subtypes
of EHT according to guidelines by expert centres. In
addition, our analysis only explored the MOmics data
using a ML based data-driven approach. The discov-
ered top discriminating features need further investi-
gation in terms of biological significance and pathway
network analysis.

This study provided a valuable insight into a complex
multi-class problem of endocrine hypertension stratifi-
cation. It uses multi-omics data and evaluated its supe-
rior performance in comparison to mono-omics.
Although internal validation was conducted using an
unseen test set, further validation on external cohorts
before any translation in clinical setting will be valuable.
The ENS@T-HT study is currently capturing data from
a wider population in a prospective manner to measure
the most discriminating features of the new samples
and perform independent validation (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT02772315).This would allow the classifier
to become more robust and well-trained for a formal
clinical deployment. The refined algorithm could be
deployed as a webserver-based classification tool and uti-
lised to screen patients at primary care to refer patients
identified as being at risk of endocrine hypertension to
centres with appropriate expertise for subsequent evalu-
ation if required. The developed ML pipeline is fully
customisable and can be deployed for other mono/
MOmics data- based biomarker discovery and analysis
studies. For example, it can be used to investigate
MOmics signatures for other forms of secondary hyper-
tension such as renal artery stenosis.

To conclude, in this study we have developed an
innovative approach to predict different subtypes of arte-
rial hypertension using multi-omics data. A machine
learning pipeline using 5 disease combinations and 8
supervised ML classifiers was introduced and scenarios
evaluated based on age and sex bifurcation. The ML
www.thelancet.com Vol 84 October, 2022
pipeline provided promising classification outcomes
and the reduced features have the potential to further
contribute as clinical biomarkers for detecting hyperten-
sion subtypes. This is expected to improve stratification
of patients with hypertension for implementation of tar-
geted treatment and prevention of cardiovascular com-
plications.
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